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Experimental data are presented for the oblique injection of water and three electrophilic liquids (fluorocarbon compounds) through multiple-orifice nozzles from a flat plate and the sides of a hemisphere-cone (0.375 scale of RAM C spacecraft) into hypersonic airstreams. The nozzle patterns included single and multiple orifices, single rows of nozzles, and duplicates of the RAM C-III nozzles. The flat-plate tests were made at Mach 8. Total pressure was varied from 3.45 MN/m² to 10.34 MN/m², Reynolds number was varied from $9.84 \times 10^6$ per meter to $19.7 \times 10^6$ per meter, and liquid injection pressure was varied from 0.69 MN/m² to 3.5 MN/m². The hemisphere-cone tests were made at Mach 7.3. Total pressure was varied from 1.38 MN/m² to 6.89 MN/m², Reynolds number was varied from $3.54 \times 10^6$ per meter to $17.7 \times 10^6$ per meter, and liquid-injection pressure was varied from 0.34 MN/m² to 4.14 MN/m². Photographs of the tests and plots of liquid-penetration and spray cross-section area are presented. Maximum penetration was found to vary as the square root of the dynamic-pressure ratio and the square root of the total injection nozzle area. Spray cross-section area was linear with maximum penetration. The test results are used to compute injection parameters for the RAM C-III flight injection experiment.
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SUMMARY

Experimental data are presented for the oblique injection of water and three electrophilic liquids (fluorocarbon compounds) through multiple-orifice nozzles from a flat plate and the sides of a hemisphere-cone (0.375 scale of RAM C spacecraft) into hypersonic airstreams. The nozzle patterns included single and multiple orifices, single rows of nozzles, and duplicates of the RAM C-III nozzles. The flat-plate tests were made at Mach 8. Total pressure was varied from $3.45 \text{ MN/m}^2$ to $10.34 \text{ MN/m}^2$, Reynolds number was varied from $9.84 \times 10^6 \text{ per meter}$ to $19.7 \times 10^6 \text{ per meter}$, and liquid injection pressure was varied from $0.69 \text{ MN/m}^2$ to $3.5 \text{ MN/m}^2$. The hemisphere-cone tests were made at Mach 7.3. Total pressure was varied from $1.38 \text{ MN/m}^2$ to $6.89 \text{ MN/m}^2$, Reynolds number was varied from $3.54 \times 10^6 \text{ per meter}$ to $17.7 \times 10^6 \text{ per meter}$, and liquid-injection pressure was varied from $0.34 \text{ MN/m}^2$ to $4.14 \text{ MN/m}^2$. Photographs of the tests and plots of liquid-penetration and spray cross-section area are presented. Maximum penetration was found to vary as the square root of the dynamic-pressure ratio and the square root of the total injection nozzle area. Spray cross-section area was linear with maximum penetration. The test results are used to compute injection parameters for the RAM C-III flight injection experiment.

INTRODUCTION

Project RAM (Radio Attenuation Measurements) at the Langley Research Center has, for several years, studied the problem of radio-frequency signal blackout produced by ionization surrounding a spacecraft during high-speed entry into the earth's atmosphere. Four flight experiments, which were flown on Scout vehicles from Wallops Island, Virginia, have been conducted during this program to investigate liquid injection as a technique for reducing radio-signal attenuation caused by this entry plasma. Results from the first three flight experiments are reported in references 1 to 3, and preliminary results from the fourth (RAM C-III) are reported in reference 4.
Most of the liquid injection studies prior to RAM have investigated the case of single-orifice injection into two-dimensional airflow (refs. 5 to 10, for example). The RAM flight experiments have investigated the case of multiple-orifice liquid injection into the flow fields of blunt bodies, and several wind-tunnel injection studies have been conducted to provide the injection data required in the flight-experiment design and in the analyses of the flight data. The studies of references 2 and 11 included tests with scale models of the GT-3 and RAM B-II spacecraft, and the study of reference 12 included tests in which the model and injection nozzles were scaled to the ram C-I flight hardware. Data from reference 12 and from the C-I flight indicated some areas in which changes in the nozzle design could improve injection performance; consequently further studies were carried out prior to the flight of the RAM C-III experiment. The first of these studies (reported in ref. 13) showed an increase in penetration due to jet shielding (first reported in ref. 12) for up to three orifices in a row on a flat plate. Reference 13 showed also that the point of maximum penetration is moved rearward when the orifices are angled downstream from the normal, a fact that led to angling the nozzles downstream for RAM C-III, reducing the possibility of shock disturbance by the jets near the injection site.

In the studies of the current report, water and fluorocarbons were injected from multiple-orifice-nozzle patterns on a flat-plate model and the sides of a hemisphere-cone. The nozzles tested on the hemisphere-cone included duplicates of those flown on RAM C-III, and the data were used in conjunction with flight-measured data to infer flight injection parameters.

Most of the liquid-injection studies continue to investigate the case of single-orifice injection from a flat plate (refs. 14 to 16, for example). In reference 15 liquid penetration for single-orifice injection from a flat plate was correlated by an expression which indicated a Mach number effect; but a Mach number independent parameter can be obtained by transformation that is basically the same as that which correlates the penetration data of references 12 and 13 and this report. The agreement shown in reference 12 between water-spray trajectories measured with single-orifice injection from a hemisphere-cone and trajectories computed by the equations of reference 16 is now believed to be fortuitous.

**SYMBOLS**

\[ A_j \] total jet or nozzle area

\[ A_s \] spray cross-section area

\[ a \] slope of line for nondimensional penetration

\[ C_j \] orifice discharge coefficient (see eq. (1))

2
\( D_e \)  
Equivalent orifice diameter (see eq. (5))

\( D_j \)  
Measured orifice diameter

\( d_j \)  
Effective orifice diameter, \( C_j D_j \)

\( h \)  
Altitude

\( M \)  
Mach number

\( \dot{m}_j \)  
Liquid flow rate (one side only for hemisphere-cone)

\( \dot{m}_j^* \)  
Liquid flux, \( \dot{m}_j/A_s \) (one side only for hemisphere-cone)

\( n \)  
Number of orifices (one side only for hemisphere-cone)

\( p \)  
Pressure

\( q \)  
Dynamic pressure

\( q_{L,e} \)  
Equivalent local dynamic pressure

\( \bar{q} \)  
Jet-to-free-stream dynamic-pressure ratio, \( \frac{\rho_j V_j^2}{\rho_\infty V_\infty^2} \)

\( V \)  
Velocity

\( V_j' = \frac{V_j}{C_j} \)

\( X,Y \)  
Axes defined in figure 5

\( X',Y' \)  
Axes defined in figure 27

\( \Delta y \)  
Maximum liquid penetration (defined in fig. 5)

\( \alpha \)  
Injection angle (defined in fig. 5)

\( \rho \)  
Liquid or gas density

\( \gamma \)  
Specific-heat ratio
Subscripts:

j liquid or jet
L local airstream
∞ free stream
fp flat plate
hc hemisphere cone
I line intercept (see eq. (2) and table III)

TEST FACILITIES, APPARATUS, AND METHODS

Wind Tunnels

The flat-plate model tests were conducted in the Langley Mach 8 variable-density tunnel. This is a blowdown tunnel capable of operating at total pressures up to 20.20 MN/m² and total temperatures up to 840° K. A description of this facility is given in reference 17. In the current tests, the free-stream total pressure was varied between 3.45 MN/m² and 10.34 MN/m², Reynolds number was varied between \(9.84 \times 10^6\) per meter and \(19.7 \times 10^6\) per meter, and the temperature was varied between 640° K and 810° K.

The hemisphere-cone model tests were conducted in the Ames 3.5-foot hypersonic wind tunnel. This is a variable-density blowdown tunnel capable of operating at nominal Mach numbers of 5, 7, and 10, total pressures up to 13.55 MN/m², and temperatures up to 1170° K. A brief description of this facility is given in reference 18. The current tests were conducted at a Mach number of 7.3. Free-stream total pressure was varied between 1.38 MN/m² and 6.89 MN/m²; Reynolds number was varied between \(3.54 \times 10^6\) per meter and \(17.7 \times 10^6\) per meter; and temperature was constant at 830° K.

Models and Injection Nozzles

A sketch of the stainless-steel flat-plate model and the nozzle assembly tested in the Langley Mach 8 tunnel is shown in figure 1, and a sketch of the stainless-steel hemisphere-cone model and nozzle-disk assemblies for the Ames tests is shown in figure 2. The nozzle assembly for the flat-plate model was built into the plate and interfaced with the plenum. The assembly was built to receive the same nozzle inserts as those for the hemisphere-cone which are shown in figure 2(b).
The hemisphere-cone model had a 5.715-cm-radius hemisphere nose which faired into the 90° half-angle cone. This is a 0.375-scale model of the RAM C spacecraft and is similar to the test model of reference 12. The wedge fins simulated the external configuration of the electrostatic and fixed bias probes which were used on the spacecraft to measure electron and ion densities. The nozzle disks interfaced with the plenum and were built to receive the nozzle inserts from their bottom sides.

A complete list of the nozzle patterns tested on both models, along with other pertinent information, is given in table I. The number in the open circles denotes the number of orifices in that nozzle, and the solid circles denote plugged nozzles.

Injection Systems and Test Procedures

Injection pressure for the hemisphere-cone tests was provided by a high-pressure gaseous nitrogen source. Pressure was monitored at the regulator and by a transducer in the plenum, and temperature was monitored by a thermocouple in the plenum. For a tunnel test run, a set of injection pressures was preselected and the regulator was set at the first pressure required. After the tunnel reached steady-state operating conditions, the liquid control valve was opened by a remote switch. When steady-state liquid flow was established, photographic equipment was operated, and liquid temperature, pressure, and flow rate were recorded. When all data required had been taken for the first injection pressure, the control valve was closed, the regulator was adjusted to a new pressure, and the liquid-injection procedure was repeated.

The pressure system and instrumentation for the flat-plate tests were basically the same as that for the hemisphere-cone tests. The test procedures were also the same except that only one injection pressure was used during each test run.

Photographic Techniques

In the flat-plate tests scattered-light and schlieren photographs were made of the injection in the vertical plane. A coordinate system for making measurements from the scattered-light photographs was established prior to the tests by photographing a grid card which was placed along the center line perpendicular to the flat plate. The camera was mounted rigidly and was not moved during the tests. The lateral cross section of the spray was recorded by a third camera which was mounted at an angle to the plate. A narrow slit of high-intensity light was used to illuminate the spray cross section. A photograph of a grid card mounted in the proper position and orientation permitted determination of the area of the liquid cross section from the photographs. A schematic of the liquid spray and photographs illustrating the two types of photographs from which measurements were made in the flat-plate tests are shown in figure 3. Further details on the photographic techniques used can be found in reference 13.
In the hemisphere-cone tests scattered-light and schlieren cameras were positioned so that their focal axes were normal to and at the same height as the model center line. The image of the entire model was recorded so that measurements of liquid spray could be scaled directly by the proper model-to-image factors.

Liquids

The four liquids tested are listed along with some of their physical properties in table II. The three fluorocarbon compounds are all electrophilic, which means they have an affinity for the capture of electrons. They are all produced commercially. These are the same four liquids used in the tests of reference 13, and water and the Freon E-3 were the liquids tested in the RAM C-III flight experiment.

DATA REDUCTION

Liquid Velocity

The initial liquid velocity was required in the analysis of the penetration data. Velocity was computed by the following relationship:

$$V_j = C_j \sqrt{\frac{2p_j}{\rho_j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Using this expression is equivalent to treating the less-than-ideal liquid flow from an orifice as resulting from a reduction in velocity. Some investigators have treated the flow reduction as resulting from a reduction in the cross-section area of the orifice. It will be seen that this is the case for the study of reference 15. The nozzle-discharge coefficients for most of the nozzle patterns tested were determined by calibration prior to the tests. Figure 4 shows plots of the discharge coefficients for several typical nozzle patterns. For the few nozzles for which no calibrations were made, a value of 0.75 was used for the discharge coefficients.

Photographic Measurements

Measurements of maximum liquid (or spray) penetration and measurements of the spray-trajectory coordinates were made from the scattered-light photographs in the flat-plate tests. A grid photograph mentioned earlier was used for these measurements. A grid photograph was also used to measure the spray cross section from the cross-section photographs. The coordinate system and nomenclature used are illustrated in figure 5.

Measurements of maximum liquid penetration were made from the scattered-light photographs in the hemisphere-cone tests. Note that in the sketch of figure 5 maximum penetration measurements are normal to the surface of the cone. In a few cases, no
scattered-light photograph was available, and maximum penetration was measured from the schlieren photographs. Figure 6 shows that maximum-penetration measurements from the scattered-light photographs are, on the average, 16 percent greater than those from the schlieren photographs; so when the schlieren photographs were used, the measured values of penetration were multiplied by the factor 1.16.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Treatment and Presentation of Data

Representative photographs are presented for tests with each nozzle pattern for both models. The penetration data are plotted against $\sqrt{q}$. In some cases the maximum penetration is nondimensionalized by the total area of the injection nozzles. Lines are faired through all the data; and, whereas the maximum penetration would actually go to zero at $\sqrt{q} = 0$, some faired lines have nonzero intercepts at $\sqrt{q} = 0$. The equations for the lines of nondimensional maximum penetration are given in table III along with other pertinent information. This equation has the form

$$\frac{\Delta y}{\sqrt{A_j}} = a\sqrt{\frac{\Delta y}{A_j}} + \left(\frac{\Delta y}{A_j}\right)_I$$

(2)

The reference figure refers to the figure where the nondimensional line is shown.

Single-Orifice Data

Tests were run only with water injection from a single 0.0508 cm-diameter orifice for both the flat-plate and hemisphere-cone models. Photographs of these tests are shown in figure 7. Plots of the maximum-water-penetration data are shown in figure 8. The plots include data from the single-orifice investigation of reference 13. The flat-plate data are also used for the more general correlation of maximum penetration for injection from single nozzles; these data are covered in the next section.

In the tests of reference 15, several liquids were injected from single orifices on a flat plate. The penetration $y$ at a distance $x = 150d_j$ downstream from the injection site was found to be correlated by the parameter

$$\frac{y}{d_j} \propto \left(\frac{p_j}{p_\infty}\right)^{0.51}$$

(3)

The authors of reference 15 showed that this parameter also correlated single-orifice penetration data from other tests at different Mach numbers. They thus concluded that penetration was dependent on Mach number and that this parameter accounted for the
effect. Substituting the relationships
\[ p_j = \frac{1}{2} \rho_j (v_j')^2 \]
\[ p_\infty = \frac{2 q_\infty}{\gamma M_\infty^2} = \frac{\rho_\infty V_\infty^2}{\gamma M_\infty^2} \]
into equation (3) and transforming reduces the correlation to approximately
\[ \frac{\nu}{D_j} \propto \sqrt{q} \]
Thus the apparent Mach number effect was primarily due to a change in dynamic pressure with Mach number at a constant value of static pressure. This parameter has the same basic form as that which is used to correlate all the data in the current paper.

The tests of reference 16 were all run with normal and upstream liquid injection; however the authors did not restrict the application of the spray-trajectory equations which they developed to this set of injection angles. Figure 9 shows comparisons of measured spray trajectories with spray trajectories computed by the equations of reference 16. One comparison is for data from the current tests and one is from the data of reference 13. It can be seen that in both cases the equations underpredict the spray penetration even though the basic shape is predicted. It should be noted that the measurements of penetration used in reference 16 to develop these equations were based on spray trajectories which extended, on an average, of only about 5 cm downstream of the injection site. The same is true of the data of reference 15. It can be seen from the photographs (fig. 7) and the trajectory plots (fig. 9) that the spray trajectories are not fully developed at these downstream distances in the current tests. Another possible reason for the disagreement could be the large differences in the dynamic pressures between the current tests and those of reference 16.

**Single-Nozzle Data**

All of the single-nozzle tests were made with water. Test nozzles for the hemisphere-cone model consisted of one, three, five, or seven orifices of 0.0508 cm diameter. The flat-plate-model nozzles consisted of five or seven orifices of 0.0254 cm diameter and of one, three, five or seven orifices of 0.0508 cm diameter. Photographs of single-nozzle injection tests are presented in figure 10.

**Penetration data.**- Figure 10(a) shows photographic comparisons of injection with two different orifice diameters in different nozzles. The effect of doubling the orifice
diameter has a significant effect on penetration. Figure 11 shows the maximum penetration data for these tests. These data also help constitute the more general correlation of maximum penetration for single nozzles to be discussed below.

Figures 10(b) and 10(c) show the effect of increasing the number of orifices in a nozzle for the flat-plate tests and the hemisphere-cone tests for 0.0508 cm-diameter orifices. There is a clearly observed effect on penetration for tests with both models when orifices are added to a nozzle. This may not seem to be a surprising result; however, multiple-orifice data obtained in reference 2 indicated that penetration was a function of the diameter of one orifice only and did not depend on the number of orifices. The larger spacing between orifices in the tests of reference 2 may have been a factor in the apparent disagreement of that data with the data of this report. The increased penetration due to an increase in orifice number in a nozzle significantly influenced the injection-experiment design for RAM C-III.

The correlation of the nondimensional maximum penetration data for the single nozzles is shown in figure 12. The penetration is seen to be a function of the square root of the total injection nozzle area $A_j$. Thus the penetration is proportional to an equivalent orifice diameter

$$D_e = \sqrt{n} D_j$$

This is consistent with the data of reference 15 which also shows the penetration from a single orifice to be proportional to the orifice diameter. The flat-plate correlation includes data with the clusters of 0.0254 and 0.0508 cm-diameter orifices.

Spray cross-section data.- Figure 10(d) shows some photographic comparisons of the effects of various factors on the spray cross-section area, and figure 13 shows the correlation of the measured spray cross-section area with the maximum penetration. The plotted cross-section data reflect the effects illustrated in the photographs. The average lateral spreading of the spray is approximately constant with penetration for each of the three sets of data plotted (see also the dynamic-pressure-ratio effect photographs of fig. 10(d)) and increases with injection nozzle area to that of a cluster of three 0.0508 cm-diameter orifices.

**Data With Single Rows of Nozzles**

The flat-plate model tests included several different combinations of in-line nozzles. (See table I.) The hemisphere-cone model tests were all made with water injection from nozzles of five orifices each with all orifices 0.0508 cm diameter. Figure 14 shows photographs of the in-line nozzle tests. It can be seen in figure 2(b) that there is a difference in spacing of the nozzles between disks 1 and 2. A comparison of injection from three
nozzles using the two disks is shown in figure 14(a). It was concluded that this difference in nozzle spacing does not have a significant effect on penetration.

**Penetration data.** - An increase in penetration for downstream nozzles can be seen in most of the photographs of figures 14(a) to 14(d). This increase in penetration due to jet shielding was first reported in reference 12, and it was shown in reference 13 to extend two orifices downstream from the first orifice for four different combinations of injection angles. Reference 15, however, concluded that normal injection from two in-line orifices produced the same penetration as that of a single orifice.

The correlations of nondimensional maximum liquid penetration are presented in figure 15. The water-injection data with the flat plate (excluding the row of three single orifices) are in very good agreement with the correlation of the single-nozzle water-injection data of figure 12(a). The penetration data for the Freon E-3 injection is difficult to interpret, and extrapolation of the Freon E-3 penetration data to nozzles of larger orifices and/or to other classes of nozzles should be made with caution.

The penetration correlation for water injection from the hemisphere-cone is in fair agreement with the correlation obtained for single nozzles. (See fig. 12(b).) The equations representing the correlation lines are summarized in table III.

**Spray cross-section data.** - Some photographs of the cross sections of the liquid spray for both water and Freon E-3 are shown in figure 14(e) and figure 14(f), respectively. Plots of $A_S$ versus $A_y$ are shown in figure 16. The solid triangles represent penetration heights taken from the cross-section photographs and are not points of maximum penetration. The data indicate that spray cross-section area is approximately linear with maximum penetration. The extrapolated lines which fit these data however have nonzero values of penetration at $A_S = 0$, and thus extrapolation of the data should be made with caution.

**Data With RAM C-III Nozzles**

Figure 17 shows photographic comparisons of the injection tests with the four RAM C-III nozzles at one test condition. The low-flow water and low-flow Freon E-3 nozzles both have about the same penetration, and the high-flow water nozzle is seen to have greater penetration than the high-flow Freon E-3 nozzle. An interesting point is the apparent thinning out of the Freon E-3 in the high-flow photograph and its near disappearance in the low-flow photograph. Shock interaction between the main bowshock and that produced by the water can be seen in the high-flow water photograph. The maximum penetration data for these nozzle tests are shown in figure 18.
Data With Nozzle Patterns 1 to 4 for Hemisphere-Cone Tests

Figure 19 shows photographs of injection tests with nozzle patterns 1 to 4, and figure 20 presents maximum-penetration data showing the effects of several factors on penetration for nozzle patterns 1 and 2.

In figure 19(a) photographic comparisons of injection with different liquids are presented. Freon E-3 is seen to penetrate about the same as FC-43 at the same test conditions, and water is seen to penetrate a greater distance than Freon E-3. Figures 20(a) and 20(b) show that the maximum penetration of water is greater than that of the fluorocarbons for two different orifice diameters in nozzle pattern 1.

The photographs of figure 19(b) show the effect of orifice diameter for injection of water and fluorocarbons from nozzle pattern 1 and for injection of water from nozzle pattern 2. The difference in maximum penetration due to orifice diameter can be seen for three different cases in figures 20(c), 20(d), and 20(e).

The photographs of figure 19(c) show the effects of adding orifices to nozzles for two different cases. Figures 20(f) and 20(g) show the increase in penetration due to increasing the number of orifices in each nozzle for two different orifice diameters.

Comparison of Flat-Plate Data With Hemisphere-Cone Data

The schlieren photographs of injection from the flat plate generally indicate an unsteady flow pattern once the liquid has begun to break up. Figure 10(b) demonstrates this effect quite clearly. The schlieren photographs of reference 14 also show this unsteady condition in the flow pattern. The schlieren photographs of injection with the hemisphere-cone indicate a more stable flow pattern (see fig. 10(c), for example); this may be due to less resolution, however, since the photographs for the hemisphere-cone nozzles cover a much greater portion of the spray trajectories. Another interesting observation is that in a few cases the scattered-light photographs of injection from the hemisphere-cone indicate that very little liquid is present near the surface of the model just aft of the injection site. This point is demonstrated in the photographs of figure 7(b) and, to a lesser degree, in those of figure 19(b); whereas, the scattered-light photographs of injection from the flat plate show (in almost all cases) that liquid exists on the model surface.

Comparison of maximum penetration between the flat-plate tests and the hemisphere-cone tests can be seen in figure 8. Unfortunately all the data for the flat-plate tests were for values of penetration above 3 cm; whereas the hemisphere-cone data extends from about 2 cm to about 4 cm. Comparisons of the nondimensionalized penetration between
the flat-plate and hemisphere-cone tests can be seen in figure 12 (single nozzles) and in figure 15 (rows of in-line nozzles). The equations of the lines representing these data plots are given in table III. The intercepts of these lines are all zero except for the line which represents the data for the single nozzles on a flat plate. This intercept is -2.5 (see table III).

From table III the line-slope ratio for single nozzles is

\[ \frac{a_{fp}}{a_{hc}} = 1.39 \] (6)

and the line-slope ratio for in-line nozzles is

\[ \frac{a_{fp}}{a_{hc}} = 1.47 \] (7)

which gives an average line-slope ratio as follows:

\[ \frac{a_{fp}}{a_{hc}} = 1.43 \approx \sqrt{2} \] (8)

Equation (8) states that the equivalent dynamic pressure influencing penetration in the flow field of the hemisphere-cone is about twice the pressure for the flat plate at the same free-stream conditions. Thus, for comparison on the basis of \( \sqrt{q} \), the following relationships can be used:

\[ (q_L, e)_{fp} = q_L = q_\infty \] (9)

\[ (q_L, e)_{hc} \approx 2q_\infty \] (10)

Note that \( (q_L, e)_{hc} \) is not the actual local dynamic pressure at any point in the flow field, but is only an equivalent value. The local dynamic pressure as used in reference 12 was the actual value at the injection site and was approximately equal to one-half the free-stream value. It is concluded that the extrapolation of liquid-penetration data to cases of different geometry or flow conditions requires a knowledge of the relation between the flow condition for the two test cases.

**COMPUTATIONS OF RAM C-III FLIGHT INJECTION PARAMETERS**

The RAM C-III flight experiment was launched from Wallops Island on a four-stage Scout rocket September 30, 1970. A photograph of the rocket and the spacecraft is shown in figure 21, along with a sketch of the spacecraft (15.24 cm-radius hemisphere faired
with 9° cone) and its final stage motor. The spacecraft was boosted to an apogee of 230 km and the final stage motor accelerated the spacecraft to a speed of 7.3 km/sec at an altitude of 137 km. One of the main objectives of the experiment was to compare the effectiveness of an electrophilic liquid with that of water in alleviating radio blackout. Water and the fluorocarbon compound (Freon E-3) were each injected separately through two different nozzles located just aft of the hemisphere-cone junction over an altitude range from 84.8 km to 37.5 km. A more detailed description of the injection experiment is given in reference 4, and data from the experiment are presented. In the current paper the results from the liquid-injection tests reported in earlier sections are used to compute some of the important injection parameters for the RAM C-III flight experiment.

**Liquid-Injection Velocity and Flow Rate**

The liquid-injection pressure which was measured in flight is shown in figure 22, and these values were used to compute the liquid-injection velocity by equation (1) at the beginning of each injection pulse. The computed velocity is shown in figure 23, along with an illustration of an injection cycle. The flight nozzle discharge coefficients are shown in figure 24. The difference in velocity between the two liquids at about the same injection pressure is due primarily to the difference in densities of the two liquids. (See table II.)

The liquid-flow rates were measured in flight, and the measured values are compared with computed values at the beginning of each injection pulse in figure 25. The flow rates were computed by the relation

\[
\dot{m}_j = \rho_j V_j A_j
\]  

(11)

It can be seen that the measured and computed flow rates are in good agreement, except that the measured flow rates from the high-flow Freon E-3 nozzle are about 10 percent lower than the computed rates.

**Nozzle Patterns**

The flight nozzle patterns were nearly the same as for the test RAM C-III nozzle patterns in the number of nozzles, orifice diameter and number of orifices per nozzle, and the injection angle (\(\alpha = 51°\)). Figure 26 compares the nozzle spacing for the test and flight nozzle patterns. It can be seen that the largest difference is for the high-flow-water nozzle pattern. It was shown previously in the section on in-line nozzles that the difference in spacing between nozzles on disks 1 and 2 did not have a significant effect on penetration. Jet shielding is the predominant factor in penetration with the in-line nozzles, and it is assumed that the differences in spacing between nozzles for the RAM C-III test and flight nozzle patterns was insignificant.
Local Dynamic Pressure

A comparison of theoretically determined local dynamic pressure adjacent to the injection nozzles was made between the hemisphere-cone test model and the flight spacecraft. A typical comparison is shown in figure 27. Lines of constant dynamic pressure are plotted in the flow field adjacent to the injection nozzles at similar values of free-stream dynamic pressure. This comparison suggests that the injected liquid in flight will traverse a dynamic-pressure flow regime similar to that in the flow field of the test model at the same free-stream dynamic pressure. Thus it was assumed that the penetration data obtained in the hemisphere-cone tests with the RAM C-III nozzles could be extrapolated directly to flight at all altitudes on the basis of $\sqrt{q}$.

Liquid Penetration and Flow Flux

The entry altitude and velocity of the RAM C-III spacecraft which covers the period of liquid injection are shown in figure 28. Values from these curves were used to compute the free-stream dynamic pressure by the equation

$$q_\infty = \frac{1}{2} \rho_\infty V_\infty^2$$  (12)

where the density has been corrected for the temperature measured the day of the entry flight.

Values of $\bar{q}$ were computed at the beginning of each injection pulse using the values of $q_\infty$ computed by equation (12) and the values of $V_j$ from figure 23. A plot of $\sqrt{q}$ is shown in figure 29. These values are used with figure 18 (penetration data for RAM C-III nozzles) to determine values of maximum liquid penetration during flight.

The liquid flow flux, which is a measure of the amount of liquid flowing through a unit area in the flow field in unit time, is computed by the following expression:

$$\dot{m}_j = \frac{\dot{m}_j}{A_S}$$  (13)

The computed values of $\dot{m}_j$ given in figure 25 were used in this computation. No data were available on the spray cross-section area for injection from a hemisphere-cone, and the values required for this parameter were taken from the flat-plate test data. Figures 13 and 16 were used to infer $A_S$ as a function of $\Delta y$. The work of reference 19 has indicated that there may be diffusion of the fluorocarbon in the blunt-body flow field, and the inferred values of the Freon E-3 flow flux may be conservative. A composite plot of the inferred liquid penetration, flow rate, and flow flux is given in figure 30.

The penetration is seen to rise gradually to a peak value at an altitude of about 55 km and then to decrease because of a rapid increase in free-stream dynamic pressure. The liquid-flow rates from all nozzles are seen to increase during most of the injection period,
but the increase is very slight during the last three injection cycles. The liquid flux, however, is seen to increase most rapidly during the last few cycles, due primarily to the decrease in spray cross-section area which results from the decrease in liquid penetration.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Experimental data are presented for the oblique injection of water and three electrophilic liquids through multiple-orifice nozzles from a flat plate and the sides of a hemisphere-cone (0.375 scale of RAM C spacecraft) into hypersonic airstreams. Photographs of the tests and correlation plots of the maximum liquid penetration and the liquid-spray cross sections are presented. The data reflect the following conclusions:

1. Maximum liquid penetration increases as the square root of the jet-to-free-stream dynamic-pressure ratio for all nozzles tested.
2. Penetration obtained with single-orifice water injection from the flat plate was underpredicted by the correlations of earlier investigations.
3. Maximum liquid penetration increases with the number of orifices in a nozzle.
4. Maximum penetration is increased due to jet shielding for at least four nozzles downstream from the first nozzle.
5. Penetration for single nozzles and single rows of nozzles increases as the square root of the total injection nozzle area.
7. Liquid-spray cross-section area for injection from the flat plate increases linearly with maximum penetration.
8. Comparisons of maximum penetration between the flat-plate and hemisphere-cone tests indicate that the effective airstream dynamic pressure influencing penetration in the hemisphere-cone flow field was about twice that of the free stream.

The test results were used to compute post-flight injection parameters for the RAM C-III flight experiment. The following results were obtained:

1. The similarity of the test-model flow field with that of the spacecraft flow field in flight indicates that penetration can be predicted on the basis of in-flight jet-to-free-stream dynamic-pressure ratio.
2. Penetration was about the same for the two low-flow water nozzles but it was greater for the high-flow water nozzle than for the high-flow Freon E-3 nozzle. The greatest penetration occurred at about 55 km altitude and then decreased because of the rapid increase in the flight dynamic pressure.
(3) Flow rates generally increased during injection, but the increase was small after 50 km because of the tapering off of injection pressure.

(4) Liquid fluxes increased continually during injection, but the greatest increase was near the end of injection when the spray cross section was decreasing rapidly.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat-plate model</th>
<th>Hemisphere-cone model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nozzle patterns</strong> (a)</td>
<td><strong>Nozzle patterns</strong> (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single orifice</td>
<td>Single orifice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single nozzles of 5 or 7 orifices</td>
<td>Single nozzles of 5 or 7 orifices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
<td>Single rows of 2, 4, or 6 nozzles (5 orifices per nozzle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM C-III (low flow)</td>
<td>RAM C-III (high flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM C-III (high flow)</td>
<td>RAM C-III (high flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM C-III (high flow)</td>
<td>RAM C-III (high flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle pattern 1:</td>
<td>Nozzle pattern 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle pattern 3:</td>
<td>Nozzle pattern 4:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number in circle denotes number of orifices in nozzle. Solid circle denotes nozzle is plugged.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Density, kg/m³</th>
<th>Vapor pressure, N/m²</th>
<th>Viscosity, cP</th>
<th>Surface tension (in air), N/m</th>
<th>Heat of vaporization, kJ/kg</th>
<th>Relative atomized lifetime of atomized mean droplet size</th>
<th>Relative evaporative mean droplet size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water a</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>3173</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.0720</td>
<td>2258.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freon E-3 a</td>
<td>F(C₃F₆O)₃CFHCF₃</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.0142</td>
<td>60.64</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC-43</td>
<td>(C₄F₉)₃N</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>.0160</td>
<td>69.84</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC-75</td>
<td>C₈F₁₈</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>.0148</td>
<td>88.24</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Used in RAM C-III flight experiment.
TABLE III.- EQUATIONS FOR LINES OF NONDIMENSIONAL MAXIMUM PENETRATION

\[
\frac{\Delta y}{\sqrt{A_j}} = a \sqrt{q} + \left( \frac{\Delta y}{A_j} \right)_I; \quad \left( \frac{\Delta y}{A_j} \right)_I = \text{Intercept at } \sqrt{q} = 0
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Nozzle patterns</th>
<th>Reference figure</th>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>D&lt;sub&gt;j&lt;/sub&gt;, cm</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>(\frac{\Delta y}{\sqrt{A_j}})_I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat plate</td>
<td>Single nozzles of 1, 3, 5, or 7</td>
<td>12(a)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.0254, 0.0508</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemisphere-cone</td>
<td>Single nozzles of 3, 5, or 7</td>
<td>12(b)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat plate</td>
<td>In-line nozzles</td>
<td>15(a)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat plate</td>
<td>1 1 1 □ □ □</td>
<td>15(a)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat plate</td>
<td>In-line nozzles</td>
<td>15(a)</td>
<td>Fluorocarbon</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemisphere-cone</td>
<td>In-line nozzles</td>
<td>15(b)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.- Flat-plate test model. (All dimensions in cm.)
(a) Test model.

Figure 2.- Hemisphere-cone test model and nozzle-disk assemblies. (All dimensions in cm.)
(b) Nozzle-disk assemblies.

Figure 2.- Concluded.
Figure 3.- Illustrations of photographic techniques used in flat-plate tests.
Figure 4.- Nozzle discharge coefficients. $D_j = 0.0508$ cm.
Figure 5.- Coordinates and nomenclature.

(a) Maximum penetration and spray cross section.

(b) Spray coordinates for single-orifice injection.
Figure 6.- Comparison of maximum penetration determined from two types of photographs in hemisphere-cone tests.
(a) Side view; flat plate.

Figure 7.- Photographs of water injection with single orifice.
\( q_\infty = 22.8 \text{ kN/m}^2; \bar{q} = 30.5 \)

\( q_\infty = 43.4 \text{ kN/m}^2; \bar{q} = 83.0 \)

(b) Side view; hemisphere-cone.

Figure 7.- Concluded.
Figure 8.- Maximum water penetration with single-orifice injection.
Figure 9.- Comparisons of measured and computed water-spray trajectories for single orifice on flat plate.

(a) Current data; \( \bar{q} = 128; \quad \alpha = 51^\circ \).

(b) Data of reference 13; \( \bar{q} = 50; \quad \alpha = 81^\circ \).
(a) Side view; flat plate; effect of orifice diameter; \( q_{\text{w}} = 47.4 \text{ kN/m}^2 \); \( \bar{q} = 39.7 \).

Figure 10. - Photographs of water injection from single nozzles.
(b) Side view; flat plate; effect of number of orifices;

\[ D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm}; \quad q_\infty = 31.6 \text{ kN/m}^2; \quad \bar{q} = 60.5. \]

Figure 10.- Continued.
(c) Side view; hemisphere-cone; effect of number of orifices; $D_j = 0.0508$ cm; $q_\infty = 22.8$ kN/m$^2$; $\varphi = 30.5$.

Figure 10.- Continued.
\( q_\infty = 15.8 \text{kN/m}^2; \quad \bar{q} = 128 \)

\( q_\infty = 31.6 \text{kN/m}^2; \quad \bar{q} = 60.5; \quad 5 \text{ orifices} \)

\( \bar{q} = 14.4 \), \( \bar{q} = 38.4 \), \( \bar{q} = 112.4 \)

7 orifices; \( D_j = .0508 \text{ cm} \)

(d) Spray cross section; flat plate.

Figure 10.- Concluded.
Figure 11.- Effect of orifice diameter on penetration for water injection through single nozzles of five or seven orifices from flat plate.
(a) Flat plate; five or seven orifices for $D_j = 0.0254$ cm; one, three, five, or seven orifices for $D_j = 0.0508$ cm.

(b) Hemisphere-cone; three, five, or seven orifices; $D_j = 0.0508$ cm.

Figure 12.- Correlation of nondimensional maximum water penetration with single nozzles.
Figure 13.- Maximum water penetration versus spray cross-section area for single nozzles on flat plate.
(a) Side view; water; effect of nozzle spacing.

Figure 14.- Photographs of liquid injection with single rows of nozzles.
(b) Side view; water injection from flat plate.

Figure 14.- Continued.
\[ q_{\infty} = 16.3 \, \text{kN/m}^2; \, \bar{q} = 5.2; \, D_j = 0.0254 \, \text{cm} \]

Nozzle pattern effect

Airstream

\[ q_{\infty} = 47.4 \, \text{kN/m}^2; \, \bar{q} = 4.5 \]

Effect of nozzle pattern and orifice diameter

\[ \bar{q} = 27.4 \]

\[ \bar{q} = 61.2 \]

\[ D_j = 0.0254 \, \text{cm} \]

Dynamic-pressure ratio effect

(c) Side view; Freon E-3 injection from flat plate.

Figure 14.- Continued.
5 orifices per nozzle; $D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm}$; $q_\infty = 43.4 \text{ kN/m}^2$; $\bar{q} = 7.0$

(d) Side view; water injection from hemisphere-cone.

Figure 14.- Continued.
\( q_\infty = 47.4 \text{ kN/m}^2; \bar{q} = 20.3; D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm} \)

Nozzle pattern effect

\( \bar{q} = 23.0 \)

\( \bar{q} = 47.4 \)

\( \bar{q} = 57.6 \)

\( 1 \quad 1 \quad 1 \); \( D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm} \)

Dynamic-pressure ratio effect

(e) Water-spray cross section; flat plate.

Figure 14.- Continued.
Nozzle pattern effect

\begin{align*}
q_\infty &= 16.3 \text{ kN/m}^2 \\
\bar{q} &= 27.4; \quad D_j = 0.0254 \text{ cm}
\end{align*}

Dynamic-pressure ratio effect

(f) Freon E-3 spray cross section; flat plate.

Figure 14.- Concluded.
Figure 15.- Correlation of nondimensional maximum liquid penetration with single rows of in-line nozzles.

(a) Flat plate; water and Freon E-3 injection.
(b) Hemisphere-cone; water injection. One, two, three, four, or five nozzles; five orifices per nozzle; $D_j = 0.0508$ cm.

Figure 15.- Concluded.
Figure 16.- Maximum liquid penetration versus spray cross-section area for in-line nozzles on flat plate.

(a) Freon E-3 injection; $D_j = 0.0254$ cm.

(b) Water injection; $D_j = 0.0508$ cm.
Figure 17.- Photographs of tests with RAM C-III nozzles; \( q_{\infty} = 64.8 \text{ kN/m}^2; \ p_j = 1.34 \text{ MN/m}^2; \ D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm}. \)
(a) Water-injection nozzle patterns.

Figure 18.- Maximum penetration for RAM C-III nozzles.
(b) Freon E-3 injection nozzle patterns.

Figure 18.- Concluded.
FC-43 Freon E-3

Nozzle pattern 1; $q_\infty = 22.8 \text{kN/m}^2$; $\bar{q} = 12.3$

FC-43 Water

Nozzle pattern 3; $q_\infty = 43.4 \text{kN/m}^2$; $\bar{q} = 38.6$

(a) Comparisons with different liquids; $D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm}$.

Figure 19.- Photographs of injection with nozzle patterns 1 to 4.
Nozzle pattern 1; \( q_\infty = 22.8 \text{ kN/m}^2 \), \( \bar{q} = 38.8 \)

Nozzle pattern 2; \( q_\infty = 22.8 \text{ kN/m}^2 \), \( \bar{q} = 20.5 \); Water

(b) Comparisons with two different orifice diameters.

Figure 19.- Continued.
(c) Comparisons with different numbers of orifices per nozzle; water.

Figure 19.- Concluded.
Figure 20.—Comparison plots of maximum penetration for nozzle patterns 1 and 2.

(a) Effect of liquid; nozzle pattern 1; \( D_j = 0.0508 \text{ cm} \).

(b) Effect of liquid; nozzle pattern 1; \( D_j = 0.0254 \text{ cm} \).
(c) Effect of orifice diameter; nozzle pattern 1; water.

(d) Effect of orifice diameter; nozzle pattern 1; Freon E-3, FC-43, FC-75.

Figure 20.- Continued.
(e) Effect of orifice diameter; nozzle pattern 2; water.

Figure 20.- Continued.
(f) Effect of number of orifices per nozzle; water; $D_j = 0.0508$ cm.

(g) Effect of number of orifices per nozzle; water; $D_j = 0.0254$ cm.

Figure 20.- Concluded.
Figure 21.- Boost vehicle and spacecraft for RAM C-III flight.
Figure 22.- Liquid-injection pressure measured on RAM C-III flight.
Figure 23.- Computed liquid-injection velocity for the RAM C-III flight experiment.
Figure 24.- RAM C-III flight injection nozzles discharge coefficients.
Computed from measured pressure

Measured with flow meter

Low-flow freon
Low-flow water
High-flow freon
High-flow water

High-flow water (faired)

Low-flow water (faired)

\[ \dot{m}_j, \quad \text{g/sec} \]

Time from launch, sec

Figure 25.- Comparison of measured and computed liquid-flow rates for RAM C-III flight.
Figure 26.- Comparisons of nozzle spacing for RAM C-III tests and flight nozzles. All dimensions in centimeters; numbers in circles denote orifices.
Figure 27.- Lines of constant dynamic pressure in flow fields of hemisphere-cone test model and flight spacecraft.

Open symbols – tests: $q_\infty = 43.4$ kN/m$^2$

Solid symbols – flight: $q_\infty = 50.0$ kN/m$^2$; $h = 45.72$ km

$q_{L*}$, kN/m$^2$

- 143.6
- 95.8
- 47.9
- 35.9
- 23.9
Figure 28.- RAM C-III entry altitude and velocity.
Figure 29.- RAM C-III penetration correlation parameter.
Figure 30.- RAM C-III liquid penetration, flow rate, and flow flux.
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